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Abstract—Digital pathology whole-slide images (WSIs) are
large-size gigapixel images, and image analysis based on deep learn-
ing artificial intelligence technology often involves pixelwise testing
of a trained deep learning neural network (DLNN) on hundreds of
WSI images, which is time-consuming. We take advantage of high-
performance computing (HPC) facilities to parallelize this proce-
dure into multiple independent (and hence delightfully parallel)
tasks. However, traditional software parallelization techniques and
regular file formats can have significant scaling problems on HPC
clusters. In this work, a useful computational strategy is designed
to localize and extract relevant patches in WSI files and group them
in Hierarchical Data Format version 5 files well suited for parallel
I/O. HPC’s array job facilities are adapted for hierarchical scaling
and parallelization of WSI preprocessing and testing of trained
algorithms. Applying these techniques to testing a trained DLNN
on the CAMELYON datasets with 399 WSIs reduced the theoretical
processing time of 18 years on a single central processing unit (CPU)
or 30 days on a single graphics processing unit to less than 45 h on an
HPC cluster of 4000 CPU cores. The efficiency–accuracy tradeoff
we demonstrated on this dataset further reinforced the importance
of efficient computation techniques, without which accuracy may
be sacrificed. The framework developed here for testing DLNNs
does not rely on any specific neural network architecture and
HPC cluster setup and can be utilized for any large-scale image
processing and big-data analysis.

Impact Statement—The exponential growth of imaging and other
biomedical data along with advanced AI technologies hold greart
promise to revolutionize medicine. However, handling big data
and intensive computations represent a tremendous challenge. Our
techniques of data handling and computations parallelization pro-
vide a seamless and efficient solution for imaging and other big-data
applications. Specifically, we demonstrated the usefulness of our
parallelization technique coupled with the HDF5 file handling for
processing large amount of image data in a high-performance
computing environment. Such a technique is particularly useful
when an HPC facility is readily available and GPU resources are
limited. Moreover, when a computation task involves code that has
been programmed only for CPU, the CPU code can limit the use rate
of GPU thereby becoming the bottleneck of the computational job.
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Although one could run the two parts in an HPC facility and a GPU
facility separately, this would need extra storage space for saving
data and extra overhead time for file I/O and data transfer. Our
technique as a seamless and efficient solution is generally useful for
big-data and computationally intensive applications.

Index Terms—Artificial intelligence (AI), distributed archi-
tectures, machine learning (ML), parallelism and concurrency.

I. INTRODUCTION

D IGITAL pathology has become popular thanks to tech-
nological advances in whole-slide image (WSI) scanners,

image viewers, and displays, as well as the regulatory approval
of such technologies by the US Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) for primary diagnosis. The advantages of WSI-based
digital pathology over traditional microscopy methods include
remote consultation and diagnosis, ease of access to archival
cases, and computerized image analysis. The availability of the
big amount of WSI data has spurred large-scale data analytic
applications, giving birth to the field of computational pathology,
where artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML)
algorithms are developed for a variety of clinical tasks, such
as cancer metastasis detection, cancer subtype classification,
mitotic cell counting, and tumor-infiltrating lymphocyte quan-
tification, among many others.

One of the mainstream choices of AI/ML algorithms in digital
pathology WSI applications is deep learning neural networks
(DLNN) [1]. As is well known, DLNN involves estimating
millions of parameters and is computationally intensive. Further-
more, DLNN presents unique challenges in digital pathology
applications because WSIs are multiple-resolution gigapixel
microscopic images that are much larger than images in other
computer vision applications (e.g., natural images and radiolog-
ical images). The graphics processing unit (GPU) technology is
a natural choice for these highly complex big-data applications,
due to their parallel nature. The central processing unit (CPU)-
based DLNN training parallelization solutions usually involve
significant modifications of the current training framework [2],
which limits the usage of CPU on training popular DLNN
architectures. Although DLNN training typically uses GPU,
other time-consuming tasks, such as image preprocessing and
testing of a trained DLNN model on a test dataset of hundreds
or even thousands of WSIs, can utilize CPU-based distributed
computation facilities to speedup the process. Therefore, the use
of available high-performance computing (HPC) clusters in such
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CPU-friendly tasks can greatly facilitate performance assess-
ment studies of AI algorithms for digital pathology applications,
especially when the GPU facility is limited. Our purpose in this
article is to present computational techniques for scaling digital
pathology deep learning AI at the stage of inference (testing)
on CPU-based HPC clusters, which are easy to implement and
independent of DLNN architectures and HPC cluster setup.

WSI image analysis (e.g., lesion classification and detection)
often involves pixelwise classification, which has also been
widely used for general image segmentation, scene labeling, and
object detection and tracking, where the output of the analysis is
a heatmap, with each pixel value representing the likelihood that
certain signal or condition of interest exists [3], [4], [5], [6]. The
widely used deep learning classifier, namely the convolutional
neural network (CNN), is usually trained using small image
patches with binary labels (with versus without the condition).
When the trained CNN is applied to a test WSI, the score for
one or a few pixels is determined by the trained neural network
using the subimage centered at the pixel(s) as input, i.e., a sliding
window of the same size as the training patches. The sliding
window method was the first method introduced to produce pix-
elwise classification and is still widely used because it does not
rely on specific architectures of neural networks [7]. However,
the sliding window method is computationally expensive on gi-
gapixel WSIs. Although GPU has been routinely adopted for its
high capacity of dealing with computationally intensive tasks by
massive parallelization, the efficiency of a single GPU is limited
given the gigapixel WSI images [7] due to the large number of
patches it would have to process. Alternative solutions, such as
parallelization techniques, in a CPU-based HPC environment
are highly motivated for DLNN in digital pathology.

One of the most challenging tasks in using HPC clusters
and GPU platforms for solving increasingly computation- and
data-intensive deep learning algorithms is how to parallelize and
scale these algorithms to take advantage of massively parallel
hardware resources efficiently. Traditional software paralleliza-
tion techniques, such as OpenMP and POSIX multithreading, are
designed for shared-memory computing environments confined
to one computing node and therefore cannot be applied to
distributed computing environments, like HPC clusters. Limi-
tations of the most dominant parallelization technique Message
Passing Interface (MPI), used in distributed environments, are
described in Section II.

Another challenge in the parallel processing of WSIs is their
extremely large sizes. A single WSI in uncompressed format
could be up to 30–40 GB in size, which creates challenges
in loading the entire image to the memory of a computing
node for processing. To overcome these challenges, traditional
approaches introduce a preprocessing step, where the images
are split into smaller size patches and stored as separate files in
the storage system [8]. Applying this technique to WSI datasets
(like in CAMELYON) used for deep learning algorithms may
produce millions of such patch files, which leads to contention
and I/O failures when too many files are to be opened at the
same time. Thus, this approach limits the scalability of the
application by placing a heavy burden on the storage systems
and computational infrastructure of the HPC clusters.

To overcome these deficiencies, another novel aspect of our
approach is to extract patches from WSIs, group them, and save
them in Hierarchical Data Format version 5 (HDF5) [9] files as a
preprocessing step. The HDF5 format is well suited for parallel
data access (PDA) via Lustre [10], IBM Spectrum Scale also
known as general parallel file system (GPFS) [11], or any other
parallel cluster file system. For each WSI, only one HDF5 file
is created, which contains groups of patches extracted from the
WSI. A Python package py_wsi [12] is available for converting
and saving a single WSI file in an HDF5 file to facilitate deep
learning with WSI. However, this package does not split the
WSI into sets of patches and strategically group them in the
HDF5 file to help with parallel processing. In this work, we
further developed the technique by taking advantage of the built-
in hierarchical features of HDF5 for grouping WSI patches to
facilitate their parallel processing. At the WSI processing step,
each group in the HDF5 file is accessed and processed by one
array job task in a distributed, parallel, and scalable manner.

We demonstrate our computational technique using a deep
learning pipeline on the WSIs from CAMELYON datasets.
Specifically, part of the pipeline using our technique includes
the following.

1) Data preparation stage, also referred to as patch extrac-
tion and grouping step. At this stage, the WSIs are split
into smaller size patches, grouped, and then saved in HDF5
files in parallel using the array job technique of the job
scheduler on our HPC cluster.

2) Heatmap generation stage. The patch groups created at the
data preparation stage are processed to generate heatmaps
through a trained DLNN using the hierarchical scaling
technique proposed in this article.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section II de-
scribes the existing methods and their limitations for processing
large-scale WSIs on high-performance computing platforms.
Section III presents our novel techniques and implementation
for the parallel processing pipeline. Section IV contains the
results of our experiments in applying the techniques to WSIs
from CAMELYON datasets. Section V presents the general
applicability of the techniques presented in this article. Finally,
Section VI concludes this article.

II. EXISTING METHODS AND THEIR LIMITATIONS

A. GPU-Based Techniques

The dominant use of GPU is because of its large numbers of
processors and the easy access to CUDA libraries such as the
NVIDIA CUDA Deep Neural Network (cuDNN) by high-level
programming languages, such as C/C++ and Python, which
make GPU easier to program in a wide range of computa-
tional tasks [13]. GPU is generally used for DLNN training
involving intensive matrix multiplications in the standard back-
propagation training framework. Data and model parallelization
are the major methods used for GPU-based training paralleliza-
tion, which suffers from scaling and efficiency issues [14], [15].
For the testing of a trained neural network, several methods
have been developed to speedup pixelwise classification on GPU
platforms. The “sparse/strided kernels” methods avoid lots of
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redundancy of the sliding-window method by introducing d-
regularly sparse kernels, which are formed by inserting multiple
zeros in the columns and rows of regular convolutional and
pooling kernels and separating the entries of the original kernels
d pixels away. The combination of sparse kernels and 1-strides
allows continuous access to GPU memory and maximization
of GPU use [16], [17]. However, the computation for strided
kernel convolution was not supported by cuDNN when it was
published.

Fully convolutional networks also provide an efficient way
for pixel-level prediction of an image by adding upsampling
transposed convolution layers in the network [18], [19], [20].
After a series of transposed convolution layers, the output of the
prediction is usually a score map (“labelmap”) of the same size
as the input image. The regular classification network relying on
sliding windows for the prediction can produce fast pixelwise
prediction by adding transposed convolution layers [16].

The convolutional implementation of the sliding window
algorithm is now a common method to speedup pixelwise predic-
tion using classification models. The sliding window algorithm
is embedded by converting the fully connected layer to the con-
volutional layer after classification neural networks get trained
[21]. The modified neural network is able to accept input images
with the size larger than the training image, therefore increasing
the prediction speed.

Although the above-mentioned GPU-based solutions can in-
crease the prediction speed significantly, the traditional sliding
window method is still widely used as it is independent of
the architecture of classifiers. The “sparse/strided kernels” and
fully convolutional networks require adopting these networks
to make fast prediction possible. The method of converting
the fully connected layer to a convolution layer requires a
preset output dimension, which limits the choices of heatmap
resolution, whereas the sliding window method allows more
flexible resolution choices by setting the stride size (skipping
pixels). Moreover, if the prediction involves CPU-based image
processing, such as color normalization, the speedup effect will
be mostly counteracted by the long processing time on the CPU,
which bottlenecks GPU use. Recently, image compression and
resolution reduction have been adopted to reduce the computa-
tion burden in gigapixel WSI and radiographic image applica-
tions [22], [23]; however, the fast training and inference were
reported to tradeoff with the price of suboptimal classification
performance. In this work, we propose an HPC-based scaling
up method that is independent of the architecture of classifiers
and can be used for speeding up sliding-window-based methods
as reported here and other methods such as fully convolutional
networks.

B. HPC-Based Approaches With Traditional Parallelization
Techniques

The most dominant parallelization technique used in dis-
tributed environments is MPI [24]. However, current imple-
mentations of MPI require all needed resources to be available
simultaneously for the jobs to start. This may lead to “job
starvation”: Jobs requesting significant resources may never be

scheduled or may be delayed in the queue for a prohibitively
long time, even if their priorities are high and increasing over
time [25]. This is because available resources are first assigned
to jobs requesting a small amount of resources. On the other
hand, applying the reservation feature to reserve a large amount
of resources may lead to low system performance.

Moreover, MPI does not include the checkpointing feature by
default. As the number of CPU cores requested by a large-scale
application increases, the probability of getting unhealthy com-
puting nodes also increases, which in turn leads to unrecoverable
failures.

Even though MPI supports dynamic processes, current HPC
job schedulers assign only a fixed amount of resources (e.g.,
CPU cores) to MPI jobs at their start-up, and this number cannot
exceed the current capacity of the clusters. Therefore, newly
available resources of the clusters cannot be assigned (under
the control of the job schedulers) dynamically to running MPI
applications. This leads to two scalability limitations: 1) The
amount of requested resources cannot exceed the maximum
capacity of the clusters; 2) newly available resources cannot
be assigned to running MPI applications under the control of
the job schedulers.

The built-in array job facility of the job schedulers [26] used
in this work for processing WSI in a perfectly parallel manner
(no intertask dependencies exist) avoids the above-mentioned
limitations. This facility can launch parallel independent tasks of
an array job across the distributed computing environment of the
HPC clusters in a scalable manner—the array job starts whenever
computational resources are available, even for a single task
of the job, thereby avoiding the job starvation problem. Other
tasks of the job are started automatically by the job schedulers
as more resources become available. The number of tasks in
a single array job can exceed the maximum capacity of the
HPC clusters; however, the number is limited by the system
implementations. A hierarchical scaling technique based on the
array job mechanism offered in this work overcomes the system
limitation of the maximum number of tasks per array job as well.

Array jobs also provide natural checkpointing capabilities,
and a system failure can thus affect only a subset of running
tasks. Only the failed tasks need to be rerun to recover from the
system failures. There are workflow systems, such as Swift [27]
and Pegasus [28], designed to avoid MPI’s rigidity and lack of
elasticity. However, there are some limitations, which are listed
as follows.

1) The workflows need to be learned, which could be a burden,
whereas our approach is based on widely used and well-known
open-source programming tools, Python and Linux.

2) None of these workflows provide an integrated approach (as
presented in this work) for scaling digital pathology AI (DPAI)
on HPC clusters.

3) The workflows do not address the system limitation of
the job schedulers, whereas hierarchical scaling is introduced to
avoid the limitation.

The use of HPC clusters and parallel processing algorithms for
digital pathology deep learning AI is currently limited. Yildirim
and Foran [8] investigated deficiencies in existing approaches
[29], [30], [31], [32], [33] and proposed two enhancements: 1)
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PDA, which makes use of parallel file systems, such as Lustre
[10] and MPI-based libraries; and 2) distributed data access
(DDA), which utilizes distributed file/object storage systems
such as hadoop distributed file system (HDFS) and amazon
web services simple storage service (AWS S3). Even though the
PDA approach improves the scalability of WSI processing by
distributing/delegating read operations to worker nodes (versus a
single-master node in earlier designs), this approach 1) inherits
(as other MPI-based technologies) the limitations of the MPI
implementations mentioned earlier in this article and 2) adds
its own deficiency by allowing potentially thousands of worker
nodes to access the same WSI file saved in its original format (not
well suited for parallel access), which may lead to unrecoverable
system failures [34]. Thus, this approach limits the scalability of
the application by making the deployment of a trained network
more vulnerable to I/O errors. The DDA approach, on the
other hand, dynamically distributes WSIs to YARN containers
(no parallel cluster file system is needed) and concentrates the
processing of a whole image to only one YARN container
(computing node), which in turn limits the scalability of the
image processing. The hierarchical scaling technique introduced
in this work distributes subsets of a single WSI (extracted and
grouped in an HDF5 file beforehand) to different computing
nodes, thus avoiding scalability limitation.

A modular pipeline with three independent layers for de-
tection of tumor regions in digital specimens of breast lymph
nodes with deep learning models using CAMELYON dataset is
described in [35]. Similar to our work, this pipeline also uses
CPU-based HPC for image preprocessing and patch extraction,
along with HDF5 as an intermediate database.

1) However, the work presented in [35] showed that 10 000
CPU cores were used to extract data from 5 WSIs in about
1 h. Using our techniques, patches can be extracted from
399 WSIs and grouped in HDF5 files in less than 3 h using
only 399 CPU cores.

2) In [35], the patches were not grouped in HDF5 files.
GPUs were used, which are scarce and do not scale well
because of the limited amount of RAM accompanied by
the massive compute capacity [36]. The use of HDF5
files in our techniques facilitates distributed and parallel
processing on the CPU-based HPC at the inference step.

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. CAMELYON Dataset

The CAMELYON16 challenge aimed to assess deep learn-
ing algorithms in detecting metastases in hematoxylin- and
eosin-stained tissue sections of the lymph nodes of women
with breast cancer. The dataset contains 399 WSIs: 270 training
WSIs (159 normal WSIs and 111 tumor WSIs) and 129 testing
WSIs. These WSIs were acquired from two medical centers, the
Radboud University Medical Center and the Utrecht University
Medical Center, where the WSIs were acquired at a resolution of
0.23–0.24µm per pixel using a 3D Histech (Budapest, Hungary)
Pannoramic 250 Flash II digital slide scanner and a Hamamatsu
(Hamamatsu, Japan) NanoZoomer-XR C12000-01 digital slide
scanner, respectively [37], [38]. The acquired WSI images were

Fig. 1. DLNN pipeline for digital pathology. In training, the normal and tumor
image patches were randomly extracted from normal (green contours) and tumor
(red contours) tissue regions. After image augmentation (e.g., random cropping,
rotation, adding color noise, and color normalization), the image patches were
used to train a neural network on GPUs (Inception v1 in this work). In testing,
the trained classifier is used to generate a pixelwise heatmap (red) for lesion
detection and classification on WSI images by a sliding window (blue box),
which is time-consuming, and a CPU-cluster-based parallelization framework
is proposed in this study to significantly speedup this step.

then transformed into bigTiff format from their generic formats
with JPEG compression and were stored as a pyramid of images
composed of several levels of magnifications [37].

The ground truth includes the slide-level binary labels (i.e.,
whether the slide contains tumor or is normal) and XML files
delineating the contours of metastatic cancer regions on tumor
slides. The ground truth was established by two pathologists,
who utilized immunohistochemistry (anti-cytokeratin) when
they could not agree with each other [37].

B. Deep Learning Pipeline

Fig. 1 illustrates part of our processing pipeline for the
CAMELYON detection/classification problem. Although a
trained neural network was used in this study, here we still
list the key parameters and steps for model training. Because
the tissue region only accounts for approximately 20% of the
whole slide [39], we first segmented the tissue regions from the
WSI image to focus the subsequent analysis on these regions.
For tissue segmentation, the WSIs were first downsampled to
fit into RAM by 32 folds over their length and width. The
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downsampled image was then converted from red, green, blue
(RGB) color space to HSV color space, and optimal threshold
values for Hue (H), Saturation (S), and Value (V) channels were
retrieved by the Ostu algorithm [40]. The threshold values were
applied to the downsampled image to generate a binary mask
and, subsequently, a bounding box for the tissue region. The
image patches with a size of 256 × 256 pixels were randomly
extracted from the region enclosed in the bounding box and
screened by the threshold values to exclude the image patches
from the background area.

For training WSIs, truth mask images with the same size as
WSIs were generated from XML files containing ground truth
information provided by CAMELYON using the Automated
Slide Analysis Platform [37]. The training image patches of size
224 × 224 were generated from random cropping of the 256
× 256 patches. The tumor image patches were extracted and
labeled as “1” if at least 50% of the pixels in the corresponding
truth mask image patch are tumor pixels; the normal image
patches were extracted and labeled as “0” if none of the pixels is a
tumor pixel. All the training image patches were extracted using
OpenSlide [41]. The extracted training image patches were then
augmented with random cropping, horizontal flipping, rotation
(90°, 180°, 270°), color normalization [42], and adding color
noise (The image patches were converted from RGB to HSV
color space, and a random integer from 0 to 20 was added to the
H, S, and V channels. Then, image patches were converted back
to the RGB color space.) [43]. We used these training patches
to train the Inception V1 network [44] on a GPU platform.

Note that the input to the neural network is a patch image (of
size 224× 224, in our case) and the output is a single score repre-
senting the probability of a tumor. In testing, each pixel can have
such a score output using a patch image centered at that pixel as
input (i.e., a sliding window) to the neural network, thereby
resulting in a pixelwise heatmap. This is a computationally
intensive procedure due to the large number of pixels in a WSI.
Furthermore, we applied the heatmap generation procedure to all
the WSIs, including both the training and test images. A super-
vised classifier (random forest, RF) was trained for slide-level
classification in our pipeline (not shown in Fig. 1; refer to [38]
for more details). The feature extraction and RF model training
were conducted based on the descriptions given in [38] and [44].
Therefore, the time-consuming pixelwise heatmap generation
(a.k.a. prediction) procedure has to be applied to all the 399
WSIs in the CAMELYON16 dataset. Fortunately, it is a natural
parallel task that can take advantage of HPC capabilities. We
used the HPC cluster at the FDA for this task. Next, we describe
the techniques we used in this facility.

C. Patch Extraction and Grouping in the HDF5 File

To generate a heatmap for each WSI, we first extract patches
from the tissue regions and put them in an HDF5 file, which
are retrieved later for prediction. As shown in Fig. 2, each
WSI is divided into a matrix composed of 224 × 224 image
patches. Each patch is determined as “tissue” (coded as 1) or
“background” (coded as 0) using the tissue thresholds by the
Ostu algorithm as described in the previous section, but only
applying to the H and S channels to make sure most of the

Fig. 2. WSI image segmentation and look-up table construction. The (X, Y)
coordinates are indices of a patch in the patch-matrix, counting from the upper-
left corner of the WSI.

tissue regions are preserved for testing (thresholding all the three
channels may lose some tissue regions). The indices in the patch
matrix and the tissue/background codes of these patches are
stored in a table such that only tissue patches are processed for
heatmap generation, and these heatmap patches can be correctly
stitched together or overlapped on the WSI. It is important to
note, however, that each patch actually extracted and stored
in the HDF5 file for processing is of size 448 × 448, which
is centered at each target 224 × 224 patch and extended 112
pixels on each of the four sides. This is because, as mentioned
earlier, the prediction for each pixel in the target 224× 224 patch
requires an input patch of size 224 × 224 to the neural network
and the extension is to have the input patch for every pixel in the
target 224 × 224 patch.

An HDF5 file contains a root group that, in turn, contains
other groups. A group is a folder-like structure that may contain
other groups or datasets within it. The datasets may contain
many different types of data. HDF5 supports concurrent read
access to datasets in a single HDF5 file from multiple processes
running on the same or different computing nodes across the
HPC cluster.

Patches of size 448 × 448 pixels from 40x WSIs are extracted
and grouped in HDF5 files [45]. A much larger size of image
patches could be used here to further reduce the I/O burden
because of the greater accessibility of larger memory on the
CPU compared to the limited memory of the GPU. The image
size of 448 × 448 pixels is used here to avoid nontissue regions
as much as possible. The same image size and batch size are also
used for testing the trained model on GPU to ensure the loaded
images fit the GPU memory. One HDF5 file containing groups
of up to 400 patches (a total of up to ∼230 MiB) is produced for
each slide. As mentioned earlier, only the patches from the tissue
region are included in the groups, which significantly decreases
the number of groups, thereby reducing processing time and the
required storage size.

Each WSI image is converted into one HDF5 file. The number
of groups in each HDF5 file is variable and depends on the size
of the WSI image and the number of patches in a group. Recall
that “group” is the unit of data assigned to and processed by
one array job task. More than 80% of computing nodes in the
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Fig. 3. Extracting and grouping of WSI patches in HDF5 files.

HPC cluster contain eight CPU cores. By using only seven CPU
cores for processing a group, we reserve one CPU core for the
operating system’s needs. With one patch size of 448 × 448
× 3 bytes, the maximum size of a group (with 400 patches)
equals ∼230 MiB. The number of patches (Np) per group could
be determined by the formula Np = �M/S�, where M is the
amount of available RAM for the application in a computing
node, S is the size of one patch, and �·� denotes the floor integer.
Then, the number of groups (Ng) in an HDF5 file could be
determined byNg = �Tp/Np�, orNg = �Tp/(�M/S�)�, where
Tp is the total number of patches of size S in one WSI that
has been determined in patch extraction and �·� denotes the
ceiling integer. For example, for a randomly selected WSI in our
datasets, we ended up with 22 199 tissue patches. Considering
that we have a total of 4000 CPU cores available at a time
for our use and 7 CPU cores are used for processing a group
using the multithreaded Python program, we decided to put
400 patches (assuming 230 MiB of RAM is available for the
group data) in each group, and so this WSI ended up with 56
groups [56 = CEILING (22199/4001)] in the HDF5 file. With
these settings, the total processing time of all groups in all 399
HDF5 files is less than 45 h. Every group in an HDF5 file is also
accompanied by WSI metadata containing information about the
patches (e.g., coordinates of the patches in the WSI) in the group.
The built-in array job facility of Son of Grid Engine (SGE) [46]
is used to launch N independent tasks to parallelize and scale
reading patches from each slide, generating groups of patches,
and placing them in HDF5 files as shown in Fig. 3. Here, N is the
number of slides, and each slide is processed by one independent
task in parallel.

LISTING 1 in the Appendix contains a Linux shell script code
excerpt that creates a list of names (in file LISTFILE) of WSIs
located at directory FILE_DIR and submits an SGE array job

using the ARRAY_SCRIPT script, which in turn uses LISTFILE
to launch one task per WSI for extracting patches from the WSI,
grouping them, and saving them in an HDF5 file.

The ARRAY_SCRIPT SGE script code excerpt is shown in
LISTING 2 (see Appendix). Every task of this array job uses
the Python program split_grp.py (source code could be found in
our GitHub repository [47]) for extraction, grouping, and saving
patches in HDF5 files.

After completion of all the array job tasks, a special procedure
(pseudocode shown in LISTING 3 in the Appendix) is run to
create a look-up table associating (in each row) an HDF5 file
with a pair of numbers indicating the first and last group IDs in
the HDF5 file. The look-up table is used later for dynamically
launching array jobs for processing the groups in all HDF5 files:
The number of array jobs is determined by the number of rows in
the table, and the number of tasks in each array job is determined
by the corresponding pair of group IDs.

D. Hierarchical Scaling

The number of groups of the image patches produced at the
data preparation stage may well exceed the maximum number
of tasks allowed within an array job, which in turn limits the
scalability of the image processing using an array job. Instead, a
hierarchical approach is taken in which the master job launches
N array jobs, each of which in turn runs Gi tasks, where N is the
number of WSIs and Gi is the number of groups in the ith WSI
as shown in Fig. 4. Once launched, every task retrieves patches
from the respective group using a Python program, OpenSlide,
and HDF5 libraries and processes them. Seven CPU cores are
used in a task for processing the respective group.

The master job code excerpt is shown in LISTING 4 in the
Appendix. This job uses the look-up table prepared earlier to
determine (for each WSI) the first and last task IDs of array jobs
associated with the WSI and its corresponding HDF5 file. Then,
it creates working directories and runs the array jobs with a
varying number (corresponding to the number of groups in each
HDF5 file) of Gi tasks using an SGE script process_array.sh.

A code excerpt from the process_array.sh SGE script is
shown in LISTING 5 in the Appendix. Based on its task ID,
SGE_TASK_ID, every task of this array job script determines
the group number in the HDF5 file for the associated WSI
and runs a Python program (source code could be found at
our GitHub repository [47]), which in turn uses OpenSlide and
HDF5 libraries to retrieve and process the patches of WSIs. The
testing scores of pixelwise classification for extracted image
patches in each group of HDF5 files are generated using the
trained neural network and stored in the format of a Python
numpy array with hierarchical labels of HDF5 file name and
group name. These labels are then used to correlate the testing
scores (numpy arrays) to the respective image patches and
the relative positions in WSI images. Then, heatmaps were
constructed by stitching the numpy arrays according to their
positions (see Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4. Hierarchical scaling technique and heatmap construction.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we present experimental evidence to demon-
strate the computation efficiency of our techniques using run-
time statistics (see Section IV-A). In addition, we investigated
the tradeoff between computation efficiency and classifica-
tion/detection accuracy, i.e., the effect of algorithmic choices
for computation efficiency on accuracy (see Section IV-B).

A. Computation Efficiency

The techniques presented in this work have been applied
to deep learning AI using 399 WSIs from CAMELYON 16
datasets [48]. As noted in Section III-B, this includes both the
training (159 normal WSIs and 111 tumor WSIs) and the testing
(129 WSIs) subsets. We tested two trained DLNNs: One that
requires applying a color normalization procedure to the patches
before testing, and one that does not use such preprocessing.
The prediction and heatmap generation in the deep learning
pipeline were run on our Betsy HPC cluster of the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration. This cluster contains a total of 4408 cores
(x86_64 architecture, Intel Nehalem) and 40 TB of RAM in 405
computing nodes interconnected with 40 Gb InfiniBand and 10
Gb Ethernet communication paths. All computing nodes run
CentOS Linux release 7.3.1611. SGE is used as a job scheduler,
and GPFS [11] is used as a parallel cluster file system.

Table I contains run-time statistics for the extraction and
grouping of WSI patches in HDF5 files. All 399 array job tasks
have been run in parallel, and the longest task has taken 2.68 h,
which led to a total of 132-fold estimated speedup.

Table II contains run-time statistics for the prediction (i.e.,
heatmap) generation step. Since seven CPU cores are used for
a group, a total of 190 960 CPU cores are needed to process
a total of 27 280 groups placed in 399 HDF5 files beforehand.
Applying the hierarchical scaling technique on the Betsy clus-
ter, the needed computational resources have been provided in
batches of 4000 CPU cores seamlessly achieving estimated total
speedups of 3784.89 (95% parallel efficiency) and 3947.41 (99%
parallel efficiency) for the DLNN models without and with color
normalization procedures, respectively.

TABLE I
RUN TIME STATISTICS FOR EXTRACTION AND GROUPING IN HDF FILES

Thanks to grouping image patches in HDF5 files, we achieved
a significant amount of I/O reduction: about 400 times fewer
accesses to the file system. There are 400 patches in one group,
and every task reads the whole group (∼230 MiB) at once.
Further experiments showed that as the number of patches in
a group increases from 400 to 1600 (919 MiB), the reading
speedup of the whole group at once (compared to reading all
the patches in the group individually) increases almost ten-fold,
from 29 to 284, see Fig. 5, which in turn leads to a reduction
of the total time needed for the whole pipeline execution. As
the number of patches in a group exceeds 1600, the speedup
decreases. Many factors (e.g., network bandwidth, operating
system settings, file system configurations, system load, and
available RAM on computing nodes) in distributed computing
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Fig. 5. Experimental results on group file reading speedup compared to reading all patches of the group individually. X-axis in the chart represents the numbers
of patches in the groups, the red line graph represents group file reading speedup, and the bar graph reflects the sizes (in MiB) of the groups.

environments, such as HPC clusters, affect the performance of
the I/O subsystem, and the peak of speedup shown in Fig. 5 re-
flects the tradeoff among these factors. A special tool is designed
in Python to assess the speedup in various group configurations
on an HPC cluster and find the most efficient configuration for a
pipeline. As shown in Table III, for combined run time statistics,
the total estimated serial run times of 15.23 and 18.55 years are
reduced to an estimated 37.83 and 43.77 h without and with color
normalization procedures, respectively. Estimated speedups are
3526 and 3714, with parallel efficiencies of 88% and 93%,
respectively. As a comparison, it took 30 days to test the “without
color normalization” model using a single GPU (NVIDIA GTX
2080 Ti) on the same WSI images in the same task.

B. Tradeoff Between Computation Efficiency and
Classification/Detection Accuracy

Inference on WSI using a trained deep neural network is time-
consuming due to the large image size. Algorithmic choices are
frequently made to improve computation efficiency; however,
the effect on accuracy is often unclear. One of the common
practices in DLNN inference on WSI is to use a stride parameter
to slide the DLNN input image window over the WSI for
generating heatmaps (see Section II-A). A larger stride size
decreases the inference time, but the gain in efficiency may come
at a price in accuracy. Here, we present our experimental results
investigating this effect.

We first investigated the effect of stride size on the slide-level
classification (cancer versus noncancer) in terms of the area
under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC).
Note that because the inference computation is time-consuming,
we generated the heatmap with a stride size of 16 and then

downsampled it to generate heatmaps that correspond to stride
sizes of 64, 128, and 224. The same global and local features
were extracted based on these heatmaps. RF models were trained
separately corresponding to each stride size based on the features
extracted from these heatmaps. The performance of the trained
RF models was then assessed by ROC analysis. As shown in
Table IV and Fig. 6, the RF models appear to have no significant
difference in the slide-level classification performance. This in-
dicates that heatmaps with lower resolution may be used for fast
slide-level prediction when computational resources are limited.
To understand this, we checked the contributions of individual
features of the RF model; the description of these features can
be found in [38]. We found that the features carrying the most
weights are “largest area” and “maximum probability of the
largest area,” which are not sensitive to stride size. This explains
the almost similar slide-level classification performance of the
RF model across different stride sizes.

We then investigated the effect of stride size on the lesion-
level detection performance. We used the free-response operat-
ing characteristic (FROC) curve to evaluate this performance,
following the method in the CAMELYON16 challenge [38].
The FROC curve plots the sensitivity of the DLNN model in
detecting metastases annotated by pathologists (truth) against
the number of false-positive detections per WSI. Our results
show that the stride parameter (i.e., heatmap resolution) has
a substantial impact on the lesion detection performance (see
FROC curves in Fig. 7). Table V shows the sensitivity values
(i.e., true positive fractions) at various numbers of false positives
(FPs) and their average (i.e., FROC score). It can be seen that the
sensitivity decreases from 0.45 to 0.236 at 0.25 average FP when
the resolution of the heatmap is reduced by the stride size of 16
to the stride size of 224. A possible reason for the low sensitivity
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Fig. 6. Slide-level detection based on heatmaps corresponding to different stride sizes (red and blue correspond to without and with color normalization and
color augmentation, respectively).

Fig. 7. FROC curves for the comparison of lesion-level detection performance
over different heatmap resolutions.

at the left end of the FROC curve could be that the resolution of
the heatmap is not high enough to capture small lesions.

V. GENERAL APPLICABILITY

The techniques presented in this work are generally appli-
cable to scaling large-scale image processing problems and a
wide variety of applications in bioinformatics, modeling, and
simulation. For example, we have applied our parallelization
technique to next-generation sequencing data for alignment and
search of biological sequences [49], drug–protein interaction
data for investigating how 3100 active drug ingredients can be
expected to interact at a molecular level with 10 000 proteins
known to exist in the human body [50], and Markov Chain Monte
Carlo simulations [51], [52].
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TABLE II
RUN TIME STATISTICS FOR PREDICTION GENERATION

TABLE III
COMBINED RUN TIME STATISTICS

TABLE IV
AUCS (WITH 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS) OF SLIDE-LEVEL CLASSIFICATION

PERFORMANCE BASED ON HEATMAPS WITH A VARIETY OF STRIDE SIZES

TABLE V
FROC ASSESSMENT OF CANCER LESION DETECTION

Fig. 8 illustrates the generic procedure of the HPC scalable
workflow applicable to general big-data processing applications
(on the left; including generic script code) and the corresponding
specific application to the inference of digital pathology deep
learning AI as presented in this article (on the right; including
reference to the listing of script code in the Appendix). It
should be noted that the techniques demonstrated in the DPAI
application can be applied to any imaging AI application that
involves image processing and testing an AI algorithm on a large
amount of data.

1) Step 1. Data preparation: In this step, independent data
files to be processed in parallel are identified and put on
a list. In the DPAI application, these are the WSIs in the
test dataset to be tested on a trained DLNN model.

2) Step 2. Data preprocessing: This step includes any data
preprocessing, such as data normalization, prior to the
primary analysis in the next step. In the DPAI application,
the WSI file is too big to be processed directly and has to
be split into patch images. These images are organized in
the HDF5 file format suitable for parallel file I/O. Note
that this preprocessing can be launched as independent
tasks in parallel on the HPC cluster.

3) Step 3. Data processing: In this primary analysis step,
the preprocessed data are processed using the primary
analysis application (APP2) in parallel tasks across the
HPC cluster in a hierarchical and scalable manner—each
of the array job tasks (in the first hierarchical layer)
launches its own parallel array job tasks (in the second
hierarchical layer) and produces results in parallel. In
the DPAI application, a color normalization procedure is
applied to image patches on the fly and then the trained
deep neural network is applied to each color-normalized
patch to produce a heatmap.
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Fig. 8. Generic scalable HPC workflow and its application to the inference of the digital pathology deep learning AI. Highlighted steps contain scalable (parallel)
processes, black lines denote data flow, and red lines denote control flow.
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4) Step 4. Merging results and final processing: This step
collects the results produced in parallel and merges them
in some application-specific meaningful way. In the DPAI
application, the heatmaps for patches are stitched into a
WSI-size heatmap that can, for example, be displayed
overlapping the original WSI image to indicate the sus-
picious areas.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

As the demand for deep learning AI is increasing, sophis-
ticated hardware platforms (also called AI accelerators) are
rapidly evolving. While GPU and tensor processing unit remain
the mainstream technologies, CPU platforms are considered a
suitable and important alternative solution for certain applica-
tions [53], especially if a powerful CPU-based HPC facility
is already available. MIT professors Dr. Nir Shavit, Dr. Alex
Matveev, and others offered and patented a technology to run ML
models on CPUs [54], [55], [56]. The practically “unlimited”
memory of CPU clusters means these machines could unlock
larger problems and architectures than GPUs and other specialty
hardware devices. Our techniques could be combined with this
technology to provide an end-to-end solution.

The techniques presented in this work do not require any spe-
cial tools for their implementation. Publicly available and widely
used open-source software (Linux, Python, OpenSlide, and
HDF5 libraries) along with our source codes written in familiar
Linux shell, SGE scripts, and Python programming language and
available on GitHub [47] could be used on any HPC cluster with
an SGE job scheduler for applying these techniques to similar
problems. SGE scripts could also be easily adapted to run under
other job schedulers, such as SLURM, PBS, and MOAB.

In conclusion, we developed a technique for scaling pixelwise
testing of trained deep learning AI models on HPC clusters.
We demonstrated our technique on a digital pathology WSI
application. Our technique involved using the HDF5 file format
to deal with the parallel I/O of a large number of patch images and
the hierarchical scaling and parallelization of the computation
jobs using HPC’s array job facilities. Our technique is generally
applicable to any large-scale image analysis problem involving
computationally intensive AI/ML or other analyses on a large
number of patch images. We demonstrated our techniques in this
article and also shared our source code on Github [47].

APPENDIX

LISTING 1: A Linux Shell Script Code Excerpt.

LISTING 2: An SGE Script Code Excerpt.

LISTING 3: A Linux Shell Script Pseudo-Code.

LISTING 4: Master Job Code Excerpt.
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LISTING 5: A Code Excerpt From process_array.sh.
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